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Hi! I am Jaime and I am an extremely passionate software developer. I love the creative side of it,
building things, that immense power to be able to create anything you can imagine and share it with
others. I see myself as an artisan, I put my heart into my work and I pursue the creation of beautiful
experiences for people to enjoy.
I love solving problems, making things simple, fixing things that are not broken but could be
improved. I am practical as well, I understand that software development and creativity are iterative
processes, I start with the simplest and most straightforward solution and I go iterating, improving,
polishing over that until I achieve what I want (red, green, refactor!). I love learning, every new
technology is a new wonder to me, and I like to share my excitement about what I learn with other
people.
Above all, I strive to be awesome at what I do.

EXPERIENCE
Skynet

The past
a.k.a. stuff that doesn’t fit here
March 2011

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
SYNTRONIC AB/ERICSSON
During these 6 months I worked as an
external consultant at Ericsson in the
LTE (Long Term Evolution) division.
My main role was to improve Ericsson’s
python development standards in an
internal project, a python compiler to
parse documented requirements into
C++ and Java executable code. My job
was three-fold, I had to:
1. Improve the status of the project, redesign, re-architect and re-factor,
2. Share my knowledge on best
practices in python
3. Develop the project further
I did this by a combination of teaching,
leading by example, pair programming,
organizing sessions and talks on best
practices and by introducing automated
testing in python.
#python #unit-testing #eclipse #c++
#java #best-practices #teaching
#leadership #pair-programming #scrum

Sept 2011

SOFTWARE ENGINEER
IFS R&D
My job at IFS was to add value to the
company’s offer in ERP systems by
using my expertise in .NET and software
development to develop IFS products:
1. I integrated IFS with Microsoft Office
driving all development with TDD.
2. I integrated the leading real-time
workforce scheduling system IFS
360 with IFS Applications 8.
3. I built a note taking application with
a windows phone app, a responsive
web client and an Azure backend
cloud infrastructure as an innovation
project.
4. I performed the role of ScrumMaster
and started the P2P Code Academy
to share knowledge on software
development and best practices.

March 2013

.NET SOFWARE DEVELOPER
MEDIUS R&D
At Medius, I worked as a .NET
Developer building MediusFlow XI, a
workflow platform with a range of
applications focused on financial
accounting. MediusFlow XI is a SPA
(Single Page Application) built with web
standards and .NET technologies that
runs on Azure.
I worked in an agile environment with
DDD, TDD, CI, with a very UX oriented
workflow, both in the front-end and in
the back-end.
From November of 2013 I also started
working on managing and coordinating
the development of MediusFlow XI for
iPhone and developing the backend
infrastructure to support it.
I also ran a code guild and gave talks.

#dot-net #visual-studio #c-sharp
#oracle #pl-sql #xaml #wpf #wp7
#winforms #asp.net-mvc #scrum #agile
#tdd #unit-testing #scrum-master #wcf

January 2015

March 2014

#dot-net #visual-studio #csharp
#javascript #asp-net-mvc #knockout
#spa #tdd #ddd #azure #nhibernate
#sql-server #ios #objective-c #rest
#wcf #hypermedia #agile

OWNER
JAIMEGONZALEZGARCIA.COM
In March 2014 I started my own
company because I wanted to have an
outlet to channel my creativity and
passion for software development, to
have complete freedom in my creative
pursuits and the chance to experiment
with all facets of creating new products.
I hope that, by doing this, I will be able to
create something of value, something
that will enrich people's lives in some
measure.
At present I am writing a book about
JavaScript for C# developers with a
flavor of fantasy and a dash of geeky
humor. Also write often at my blog
barbarianmeetscoding.com.
#dot-net #azure #bizspark #wp8 #ios
#phonegap #asp-net-mvc #asp-netweb-api #rest #xaml #javascript #spa
#durandal-js #angular #front-end
#ecmascript6 #react #ux

FULL STACK DEV/UX DESIGNER
IT CONSULTANT
ACTIVE SOLUTION AB
In early 2015 I switched from product
company to consultant. Within a very
short space of time I have worked in
many projects with many roles, from full
stack developer building a licensing
platform, to lead front-end developer of
a booking web application, to UX
designer and full-stack again for a B2B
dashboard.
During this time I have also become a
MCSD in Web development, and learnt
A TON, like crazy… a lot, a lot xD
#dot-net #azure #mvc #web-api #rest
#oocss #smacss #ux #javascript #spa
#Aurelia #html5 #css3 #ecmascript6
#ef #visual-studio #vim #git
#responsive-design #yeoman #gulp
#tdd #ddd #tons-of-stuff

EDUCATION
MASTER THESIS LINKÖPING UNIVERSITY

SKILLS
FRONT-END

BACK-END

“Proposal for a vision-based cell morphology analysis system”

MsC TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING UNIVERSIDAD DE OVIEDO

MOBILE

Specialized in signal theory I got a strong background in signal processing, linear
systems, electromagnetism, electromagnetic fields, communication electronics,
networks and programming.

CLOUD
UX
AWARDS/CERTS

Microsoft Active Professional 2013 and 2014, MCSD Web Dev

INTERESTS

Malin! Coding, Books, Sci-Fi, Fantasy, Writing, Blogging, Gym, Drawing

LANGUAGES

Spanish, Fluent English/Swedish, Mediocre French/German/Japanese

GROUPS

SWENUG

TOOLS &
PRACTICES

DATA
DESKTOP

